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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

In Our 93rd Year

10° Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 27, 1972

LPN Class
Exercises
Announced

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 126

Three Killed In
our Car Pileup
Of Hazel
murrayan

The fourth graduating class of
the Murray School of Practical
Nursing will have commencement exercises Friday,
June 2, at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church, Murray.
Dr. John C. Quertermous,
past-president of the Kentucky
Medical Association, will be the
principal commencement
speaker.
The school is funded through
Manpower.
the MDTA
Development, and Training
Act) and administered by the
Paducah Tilghman Vocational
School.
Alb
The students obtain their
CHARITY BALL—These students from the Murray High School put the finishing touches to a
clinical practice at the Murraypaper mache "Charley Brown". The students from left to right are: Mirrian Hendon,daughter of Mr.
Calloway County Hospital, with
Rose,
Jane
Watson;
Edward
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
and Mrs. Robert Hendon; Molly Watson, daughter
which the school is affiliated.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose; and Marilyn Thomas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
The seventeen graduating
Thomas. The charity ball will be held June 3rd at the Student Union building on the Murray State
Wilson Woolley) students from five western
by
(Photo
University campus.
Kentucky counties are:
Calloway County—Wilma
A four-car collision south of
Dunlap, Teri Jo Lynch, Joella
Hazel near Puryear, Tennessee,
Parks, Janis Sims, Carolyn
on Highway 641 took the lives of
Steen, Karen Thweatt, Peggy
three persons Friday night at
Warner, and Jackie Wilkinson;
11:30 p.m.
Graves Countyl-Lizabeth
Listed dead by Tennessee
Albritton, GI nda Burnett,
Trooper Alvin Daniel are
State
Roberta Clar , Mary Patsy
Butch)
MOSCOW (AP) — Presidbnt construction of additional fixed, tic missile-firing submarines. It
Nelson
Charles
Elliott, and •Ann Valsvik;
Nixon and Soviet Communist land-based intercontinental bal- now has 42 such submarines.
Eldridge, 23, Murray, Dr. Dan
Marsha County—Terry E.
party' chief Leonid I. Brezhnev, listic missile launchers after
—The Soviets may have no
J. Ridclick, 35, Huntingdon,
leaders of the world's two nu- July 1. The United States now more than 950 long-range sub- Clark;
Tennessee, and Julie M.
M
acken
County—Barbara
clear giants, have signed his- has 1,054 ICBM launchers; the marine-based missile launchRichards, 28, Huntingdon.
H drix;
toric accords to limit their Soviets ljave 1,618. However, ers—it now has about 700—on
Cars involved in the accident
Trikg County—Beverly
flighty missile stockpiles and U.S. officials said the two na- no more than 62 modern miswere a 1967 Chevrolet,driven by
Mickey
and
Shorn.
Cannon
pledged to seek complete dis- tions remain at rough parity in sile-firing submarines. It now
Eldridge; a 1966 Ford, driven
The instructors at the school
armament in the years ahead.
over-all nuclear punch. The has 25 such submarines in serv- are: Mrs. Roberta Garfield,
by Michael Neal Butler, 21, of
The first step back from the United States has a 3-1 edge in ice and another 18 under conMurray; a 1971 Buick, driven by
Raymond,
Mrs.
R.N.,
Barbara
spiraling arms race that began the number of offensive missile struction.
Riddick, in which Miss
MAJORETTES ELECTED—The Murray High band has mined its majorettes for the 19'72-73
R.N., head instructor, and Mrs.
in the ashes of Hiroshima a warheads, although the Soviets
—Under a complex formula,
Julie Whitford, Trees Walker, Karen
Carroll,
Tonya
Richards was a passenger; and
Christopher,
Cathy
right,
to
Left
year.
school
Joyce Morrison, R.N., teachergeneration ago came 46 min- have roughly a 3-1 edge in total U.S. officials say the Soviets
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) a fourth vehicle, driven by Mrs.
Kennedy, Carol Brandon, and Gay Miller.
coordinator.
utes before midnight Friday in megaton.
can reach their maximum alEthel C. Sherrill, 69, of
the glitter of a Czarist palace
. Bruceton, Tennessee.
—U.S. officials said the lowable submarine-based force
in the Kremlin.
Police reports said that the
agreements provide for no on- only by giving up 210 landThere Nixon and Brezhnev, site inspection to verify corn- based intercontinental ballistic
Eldridge vehicle was traveling
on the fifth day of their summit Pliance._
north on Highway 641, ap4,01e_ 4glits• But missiles, cutting the Mnd-based
XtplitUres they expressed confidence ade- strengtliT5'1',40B7 - Majorettes for the Murray proximately 2,2 miles north of
The treaty curbing deployon a treaty limiting deployment quate verification is possible
High Black and Gold Marching Underwood Crossing, when it
ment of defensive missiles—anof defensive missiles and on a with spy Satellites.
Band have been chosen for the approached the Butler ear from
five-year executive agreemt
the rear. The Eldridge vehicle
Nine dairy farmers in Kentucky Artificial Breeding
—The United States may tiballistic missiles, or ABMs—
1972-73 school year.
restricting offensive missiles.
slid' sideways, according to.,
have no more than 710 subma- requires Senate ratification. Calloway County have been Association and have more than
Cathy
are:
majorettes
New
Under the treaty, which re- rine-based long-range missile Presidential adviser Henry Kis- cited by the Kentucky Artificial half of their cows KABA sired.
Tennessee State Police, and Christopher, head majorette,
quires Senate confirmation, launchers—it now has 656—on singer predicted it will sail Breeding Association for The statewide association,
struck the Butler car in the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MP.
local
43
of
(Continued on Page Five)
both sides will have the same no more than 44 modern ballisrear; then crossing into the
superior accomplishment in composed
Christopher; Gay Miller, first
than
more
and
cooperatives
number of defensive missile
opposite lane and colliding with
dairy herd production. Six of
co-head majorette, daughter of
members has bred
sites and launchers. Under the
the Reddick vehicle, traveling
these dairy farmers qualified 30,000
Mr. and, Mrs. Tip Miller;
companion executive agreesouth on 641. Police reports said
for the KABA 500 Club by nearly two million cows since it
second co-head majorette Julie
ac1946.
in
originated
was
ment, the Soviets will have a
that moments later, the Sherrill
more
producing an average of
Whitford, daughter of Mr. and
numerical edge in long-range
vehicle came upon the
than 500 pounds of butterfat per cording to a spokesman for the
Mrs. Max Whitford; Tonya
land-and-sea based offensive
wreckage and was unable to
cow during the year ending association.
of Mr. and
daughter
Carroll,
missiles.
stop, colu.2zig with the other
Rev Charlie R. Simmons will Prior to that he was pastor of a September 30, 1971.
Mrs. Tommy Carroll; Karen
Mary Ton
With the strategic arms limi- begin his pastorate of the Elm church in Christian County for
three vehicles, and causing only
Perry Harrison, with 26
Kennedy, daughter of Mr. and
tation agreements wrapped up, Grove Baptist Churc_h, located two years. His other pastorates Jersey cows, 582 pounds
minor damage.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy; Traca
Nixon paused in his summit ne- east of Murray on Highway 94, have been in Texas.
qualified
Butler was admitted to the
average of butterfat,
Walker, daughter of Mr. and
gotiations today to fly to the on Sunday, May 72, with the
County
Murray-Calloway
for
500
the
Club.
of
Rev. Simmons, a native
Mrs. Max Walker; and Carol
scenic former capital of Lenin- morning worship services at Greenville, S.C., is a graduate
Hospital, for observation and
Thomas H. Palmer of
Mr. and
of
daughter
Brandon,
grad, known as St. Petersburg eleven p.m.
was listed in satisfactory
The Board of Directors of the
of North Greenville Baptist Kirksey, qualified with :39
Mrs. Hubert Brandon.
in the days of the Czars, for
this morning by
Council
condition
average
Scout
an
cows,
with
Holstein
Girl
Creek
Rear
to
minister
of
comes
The new
College,Greenville,S.C.,and
The majorettes will be per- hospital authorities.
eight hours of sightseeing.
of 574 pounds.
riiet Thursday night at 6:30p.m.
Elm Grove after serving as
forming with the Black and
" Such international issues as minister of the Eddy Creek
Kirksey, at Pius X School, Calvert City.
Oliver,
Max
Eldrige is survived by his
Gold band at all Murray High
Vietnam and the Middle East Baptist Church in Caldwell
qualified with 62 Holstein cows
Mrs. Arthur Komorowski,
i Continued on Page Five)
football games next fall.
still are dangling—and almost County for the past two years.
and an average of 531 pounds. president, was in charge. Newly
Mrs. Bill Watson is sponsor
certainly won't be resolved at
Murray, elected officers and 'members
Stahler,
Jim
for the majorettes. Bill Watson
the summit. But Nixon will requalified with 63 Holsteins, with were introduced. They were:
is band director
Palmer,
turn to an election-year Ameran average of 521 pounds.
Roberta
Mrs.
vice
ica on Thursday - with a major
3rd
W. D. McCuiston, Murray, Metropolis,
foreign policy triumph on his
had an average of 526 pounds, president; Mrs. Do n Sullivan,
record.
with 55 Holstein cows.
secretary; Richard McKirchy,
That triumph—the arms acCharles B. Stark was the treasurer, and members-atcords—contains these major
sixth qualifier, with 74 large; Mrs. M. D. Bowden,
provisions:.
Holsteins and a 508 pound Mayfield, Mrs. James Byrn,
1
3
11C
The forty-five voice youth
—Both nations Will have only
average.
The
Luther
Robertson
Murray, Mrs. David Gold,
Gary Wayne Mohler
two antiballistic .missile sites,
William E. Hendon, Murray Paducah,Mrs. Elliot Grace Jr.,
Parent-Teacher Association choir of the Englewood Baptist
with no more than 100 defenState University, and Paul Metropolis, Mrs. J. H. Henheld its final meeting of the year Church, Kansas City, Missouri,
More sophisticated telephone
will be` at Memorial Baptist
sive missile launchers on each.
Mrs.
White
Metropolis,
Otley
Blalock
and
on
Monday, May 22.
derson,
result of
on Wednesday Med,
Church
Paducah,
One,U.S. site will be the one service will be the final
ClUb
450
Workhoven,
KABA
qualified
the
for
A
music
program
special.
Marjorie
Bell
May 31.
under construction near Grand a $184,800 South Central
producing
an average of and Ermen Workman, Cayce.
by
entitled
1,he
"Bambr.'
was
.
nced
The chair, unaerThe (Erection
Forks, N.D. The other will be— _constructiompcqjectannou
pouridi of - butmore tha
highlight of the evening. The
The board metiaberi- bean
Don Pipkin, will present the
of
near Washington, D.C. One So- recently by Dewey Yates, local
C. E. Lofton,
Mrs.
cow.
Mrs.
second
of
per
grade
&can
terfat
classes
reports
Miss Mary Tun and Gary
viet site will be the one in place telephone company manager.
vice president, Wayne Mohler local graduating Keel, Mrs. Pinkston, and Mrs. musical 'love", by Otis
field
Paducah,
Simmons
R.
Charlie
Rev.
"With this expenditure,"
around Moscow. The other will
In special recognition 'of these _.vincerning the work of the seniors, have been selected by Taylor presented the production- Skillings, at the church at 7:30
be at least 780 miles away from Yates explained, "we will be Southwestern Baptist high production records, these sixteen associations in the the Murray Civitan Club to under the direction of Mrs. Joan that evening. This musical is
built around the theme of "Love
the Russian capital. Neither na- adding ANI--Automatic Theological Seminary, Fort men were recently presented thirteen-county 9buncil; Fred receive a $300 scholarship to Bowker.
tion will be allowed to start Number Identification-to most Worth, Texas.
Work A Miracle", which is
Can
of Hillier, camp 'committee Murray State University.
Certificates
with
framed
The
officers
the
for
the 1972all telephones in the 753Married to former Ethel
the
number.
opening
Mrs.
of chairman,
and
Kemp
J.C.
by
Achievement
73 school year installed by Mrs.
Miss Tutt is a senior at
exchapge area. In effect, ANI
Craig of Greenville, S.C., they
Leading a group of four acthe Workhoven, public relations Murray High School, and is the Don Henry. They. are: Mrs.
for
technician
Murray,
eliminates a step in using Direct have three thildren, Lonnie,
companists is. Mrs. Lynda
Artificial chairman.
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Carlos Philip W.eydener, president;
Distance Dialing (DDD) for serving with the Air Force in Marshall-Calloway
the
Walker, pianist and associate.
of
given
afwas
an
preview
Cooperative,
Breeding
A
0,Tutt, Route 8. Miss Tutt plans Mrs. Rufus Hamilton, first vice
about 8,000 Murray telephone Thailand, Sandra, age 17, and
This is the first stop on the
opportunities for .four to major in math at Murray president;
of
filiate
KABA.
summer
Mrs.
Bruce
subscribers."
JACKSON PURCHASE
Randy, age 16, With the latter
choir's
tour of the Southeastern
this selectees from the Bear Creek State.
for
qualify
who
Farmers
Thomas,second vice president;
Yates explained that a caller two being a senior and junior
Partly cloudy and warm with
United States. They will be
award are members of the 'Council:
Calloway
Mrs.
at
Ronnie
senior
a
Babb,
Mohler,
secretary;
to
required
is
now
DDD
using
a chance of aiternoon and
respectively at local high
,
—Terry Gannon, Mayfield, High, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Buddy Spann, performing in Kentucky)
evening thundershowers today respond to an operator's "Your schoolspis fall. They have one
and
Tennessee, Georgia
Beloit. Bobby Mohler, Almo Route I. treasurer.
Faire,
Country
and Sunday. Fair and mild number, please" query with the gralitlson, Michael Allen
Wisconsin; .
Mohler plans to continue his • Special thanks were extended Florida.
tonight. High today and Sunday • number of the telephone froth Simmons, who with .his mother
The group will arrive in
Mayfield.'
Pickens,
—Kaki
in seminary following to the outgoing P.T.A. officers
education
85-90. Low tonight 55-60. Mostly which he is calling. The is residing in Hopkinsville while
at 4:30 Wednesday
Murray
Gables.
Coral
Seas,
Tropical
his studies at Murray State.
operator then mechanically their father and husband is in -- Doctors treating Alabania
fair and warm Monday.
who served during the rear: afternoon. They will have
Florida;
he
say
for
the
nqrnber
records
caller's
Gov. George C. Wallace
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw, president:- dinner at Memorial. sponsored
Thailand.
Severns,
Jane
—Mary
ATTEND CONVENTION
The extended
outlook, billing purposes.
Henry, vice
Mrs. Don
Rev.Simmons and his family is gaining strength steadily, but
and
City
York
New
Metropolis,
Miss Beverly Calloway and. president; Mrs. Charles by Memorial's youth council.
"Automatic Number Iden- are now residing in the church they say it will be some time
Monday through Wednesday,
The group will also be staying
Center, Mrs. Hilda Bennett of the Merle
Training
calls for generally fair skies tification will eliminate this parsonage on South 5th Street, before surgery is performed to Macy
vice with church members that
Thomas, second
N.Y.
Pleasantville,
Studio,
Cosmetic
Norman
Monday. Partly cloudy with a step," Yates said. "When a but will move to the new par- determine the extent of his parpresident; Mrs. Bruce Thomas. night.
—Javanta Dawson, Paducah, Murray have returned home
chance of thundershowers person places a DDD call, the sonage being erected by the alysis.
and Mrs. Bob
secretary;
Memorial Church, and
by after attending the 41st annual
beginning in the west Tuesday telephone number from which church on Highway 94 just
Friday's medical butain. re- "Focus" an event hostessed
Billington, treasaer.•
thtr-youth council,
especially
of
Council
Scout
Girl
the
the
at
held
Regencyconvention
and spreading over the, state he is Calling is automatically across the road from the church ported another "first"—Wallace
everyone to
invite
'cordially
lemonade
of
Refreshments
at
held
be
to
Louis,
Ohara Hotel at Chicago, Ill. The
Wednesday. No important recorded.",
sat' briefly in a straight-back Greater St.
building.
with attend and hear this fine group
served
were
'cookies
and
Southeast
and
lbuis
and
St.
entertained
nightly
was
group
ANI'
the
indicated
allowed
Yates
temperature changes. Lows in
The church invitei the public chair. Ile had not been
Mrs. John Bartholorny as of young people, a spokesman
the upper 50s and low 60s. Highs project is expected to be to attend the services at the to sit in a chair since he was MissoulA.45iate College. Cape with J. B. Nesbitt, president of
said.
,hostels.
the company, as host.
completed in mid-August.
mostly in the 80s.
felled by bullet wounds May IS. Girardeiu. )
church.

Is Among
Victims

Agreements To Limit Missile
Stockpiles Signed In Moscow

Local Farmers Cited For
Dairy Herd Production

Murray High Band
Majorettes Named

41%

Rev. Charlie R. Simmons Named
As Pastor Of Elm Grove Church

Girl Scout
Council Meets

Bell To
Add ANI
Locally

Luther Robertson
PTA Holds Meeting

Two Receive
Scholarships

The Weather

Wallace Reported
Gaibing Strength

Youth Choir Of
Kansas City
'At Memorial
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Ten Years AgiiToday
LEDGER Its TIMES PTLE

Deaths reported are Peddle Workman,age 73, and
ET.(Ernie ) Frommke, age 71, both at the Murray
Hospital.
Murray and Calloway County were hit by a wind,
rain, and hail storm yesterday bringing some relief
from the drought. Hail stones the size of marbles
pelted the city and the county.
Maurice Humphrey, Soil Scientist with the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service, has been reassigned to
Murray from Paducah.
Births reported include a girl, Sarah, born May 22,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alan W. McAlister of Terrace Park,
Ohio, with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Crawford of Murray
as maternal grandparents; and a girl, Joyce
Loraine, born May 20 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Paschall of Sullivan, Ill., with Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
James and Mrs. Hattie Paschall of Kirksey and
Murray as grandparents.

10 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES PILE

Mrs. Walter Elkins, age 39, of Murray Route Six
and Thales Graham. age 64, of Murray Route Two
both died yesterday.
Betty Charles Bondurant and Carolyn Carraway,
members of the Murray High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of American, will attend
the state meeting at Richmond June 3-5.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Spann are the parents of a baby
boy born May 26 at the Murray Hospital.
Pvt. James L. Thomasson has completed sixteen
weeks of basic training and five weeks of leadership
school at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He is a 1950
graduate of Murray High School.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
nix
LEDGER al TIMES

.

Deaths reported are J.E. Taylor, age 76, Mrs.
Bertha Bradley, Mrs. Minnie Ann Cooper, age 73,
Mrs. W.D. Sykes, age 49, Joseph A. Dodds, age 32,
and Knight Pace, age 72.
Pvt. Hafton C. Garner, who according to rumor
had drowned, landed safely in Australia on April 8,
according to word received by his parents.
The Mt. Carmel Methodist Church, built with
funds provided by Luther Carson in memory of his
parents, Tom and Lauretta Carson, will be officially
dedicated on May 31.
Marion Treon is valedictorian and Claire Fenton is
salutatorian of the 1942 senior class at Murray High
School.
Clifford Jones is valedictorian and Marion
Sharborough is salutatorian of the 1942 senior class
at Murray Training School.
Marriages reported include Miss Covela Broach to
Pvt. Eubert Glenn Hale on May 12, and Miss Martha
Sue Key to Louis-Charles Hyaillon May 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul K. Rogers'are the parents of a
baby boy, James Glenn, born May 26.

Isn't It The Truth!
- by Carl RibletJr......
Who will the Democrats finally nominate to oppose Mr. Nixon for the presidency? That's what
the primaries are all about--=not the good of the
people, nor the good of the nation. In perspective,
the scrambling antagonists act like a pack of
abandoned dogs fighting over a bone that is going to
stick in the winner's throat.
It is difficult sometimes
to decide whether the politicians
are humorless Ivpocrites
or hypocritical %amorists."
—Frank R. Kent

G IANT STEP

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
LitKUTWE VIC! PP/SIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
A LETTER FROM SAIGON
The situation in Vietnam is recent weeks compelled President
Nixon to take decisive action to protect U.S. troops and to help
ensure peace with freedom.
For a time, the situation on the battlefield seemed to be building
to a major disaster. The communist forces clearly hoped for
another Diem Bien Phu, the battle in which they defeated the
French in the early 1950's. The massive North Vietnam cornmitment of troops altered the entire military and political
equation. Thus President Nixon was forced to order the mining of
North Vietnamese seaports and the bombing of rail links to Red
China,actions that should have been taken seven years ago.
Time will tell whether these actions came too late, For pears,
the United States has refused to face up to the fact that the only
way to have a free and peaceful South Vietnam is to defeat North
Vietnam. But the Johnson administration wouldn't take the
necessary military measures. Former Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara, the man responsible for so many of the basic
errors in the conduct of the war, allowed the war to be waged on
the territory of South Vietnam instead of on enemy territory.
Years ago the United States could have smashed the dike system
in North Vietnam and destroyed the country's rice crop, thereby
forcing Hanoi to cease its aggression. But the liberals in charge in
Washington vetoed such decisive action. The results was the long
war,the growing American casualty lists, and the development of
peacenik mentality in the United States. An early decision to
strike North Vietnam hard in the mid-1960's would have spared
the United States internal turmoil and confusion.
In this time of resh crisis, it is important to call the roll of people
responsible for the disastrous course of the war in Southeast
Asia—President Lyndon Johnson, Robert S. McNamara,the late
Robert Kennedy,(remember: he wanted to send blood to the Viet
Cong l,former Sen. Wayne Morse, Sens, J. William Fulbright and
Edward Kennedy, Sen. George McGovern, who has depicted the
U.S. as the aggressor. This is only a partial listing. Properly, the
list should include the entire galaxy of liberal-New Left
politicians, academicians and pundists who have helped Hanoi in
its propaganda war.
received a
Shortly before I started to write this column. I
letter from a family friend, an Americanwoman in Saigon. Her
comments on the appeasers and apologists for North Vietnam
have a special eloquence. On May 2 she wrote: "Things are not
good. Today, Quang Tri has fallen and morale is very low here in
Saigon. I don't know where you stand on this development but I
am dikheartened and personally furious. To think that a coucitry
that is invading another (so they say they are liberating--and
—does that include Cambodia and Laso too?) could have such
support from supposedlyresPonSible people in our country makes
me wonder about juegment and justice.
"Those boys who are dying by the minute want to be liberated?
True, their stands may not be as strong as we would like. But as
defenders, rather than aggressors, their positions are naturally
weaker—and against such armament. I am so saddened and sick
about the whole situation. If we do not keep bombing Hanoi, we
have no hope now at all with the 'peace talks'.
"It is not just the lives of these people, although that is considerable, and they have suffered so long. But, certainly this will
destroy the confidence of any of the other Asian countries
fighting the communists. After Saigon quickly willl come Canbodia, Laos and Thailand—Malaysia even sooner. The whole
situation is so gross and I am so sick when I hear the politicians
speak in the U.S."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

ATTENTION

NEW YORK (API — Herbert
Denenberg, the Pennsylvania
insurance commissioner, believes that the No. 1 consumer
fraud in America is the manner
in which government is operated.
Not government itself, mind
you. He thinks that will work,
given the right people and programs. But he claims government is failing "because the
special interest groups are calling the shots."
"Look," he said as he reviewed figures culled from The
Statistical Abstract, "government spends more than $300
billion or $1,500 per person each
year, more than we pay altogether for food, beverages,
clothing, jewelry.
"It takes 13 million employes
to spend that money. Why then
did it take Ralph Nader instead
of the government to spread
the word on the problem of atfr
tomobile safety?"
The views of Denentr, 42,
He is a
are worth listening
lawyer,insurance,rhan, consultant, author, fofiner professor.
the point, he
Even more
claims the formula for putting
governthent to work is hardly a
444eicell
mstery.
”4.4ev \r
r,
e has in a matter of
/"months, attacked lawyers, doctors, hospitals, Blue Cross, Blue
Shield, health insurers, life insurers—all, he says, in the interest of efficiency and consumer welfare, mainly in the
form of lower rates.
He forced Blue Cross to cancel its contracts and negotiate
Approval of a $49,500 grant to new ones aimed at forcing hoshelp continue a program of pitals to seek greater efficienplanning for economic growth cy. He issued guides to show
in a seven-county area of consumers the real rates they
western Kentucky was an- paid for insurance. He pronounced today by Robert A. moted no-fault auto insurance
Podesta, Assistant Secretary of as good for the public but bad
Commerce for Economic for trial lawyers.
With such an attitude on govDevelopment.
The grant was approved as ernment's part, he claims, the
part of President Nixon's old-fashioned virtues of thrift,
program to encourage rural efficiency and responsibility
communities to pool their will be instilled in the special
talents and resources in a joint interests, with resulting public
effort to overcome mutual, benefits in better service and
area-wide problems of 'slow
economic growth, Podesta said.
The Green River Area
Development District, Inc.,
with offices at Owensboro,
applied for the grant from the
Economic Development Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce.
The funds will be used to help
The Corps of Engineers
pay the cost of planning a
program of industrial and projects in the Nashville
commercial growth for Green District prevented over $1.7
River Economic Development million in flood damages during
April and early May, according
District.
Counties in the district are to Gal. William F. Brandes,
Daviess, Hancock, Henderson, District Engineer.
During high flow from April
McLean, Ohio, Union and
Webster.
11 through April 17 flood waters
The aim of EDA's district would have covered nearly
program is to encourage 10,000 acres of rural lands in an
counties to work together for area from near Lake Cumeconomic growth. A district berland in Kentucky to Old
must include at least two Hickory lake in Tennessee. The
economically lagging counties flood control projects on the
designated by EDA as Cuznberland River, built and
redevelopment areas because operated by the Corps of
of high unemployment or low Engineers, contained the high
median family income. It must flows so that controlled releases
include a growth center—a from the dams kept the water
community of not more than within the banks of the river.
250,000 which can help provide Over $144,000 in damages would
jobs and services for residents have occurred in that area.
Celina, Tenn., would have had
of lagging areas.
McLean, Ohio and Webster over $16,000 in flood damages to
counties are
redevelopment urban property during the same
areas. Henderson and Owen- period, but the flood control
prevented
any
sboro are the ED,II-designated projects
flooding. Savings Of $5,800 at
growth centers,
..The district, will provide Middlesboro, Ky., $8,000 at
$1000 in local funds to etinc-- Barbourville,.
and $64,400
plete the $66,000 total cost of at Lake City, Tenn., resulted
coal protection
continuing the program for one from the
_
projects in those communities.
year.
District officials have given
The Cumberland River
priority to plans for the projects also prevented flood
diversifying of the area's damages of more than $1.5
economy, which is dependent million in the vicinity of
on farming, forestry and coal Paducah. Ky., on the Ohio
mining, to include industrial River, and Cairo, Ill., on the
production.
Mississippi River, Col. Brandes
Maurice Galloway of Hen- stated. The Mississippi River
derson is President of the benefited most with over
district; George Russell of $900,000 in savings and the Ohio
Owensboro is
Executive River share was nearly
Director,
$600,000, he concluded.

4

Many Americans find shocking the prospect of an American
defeat in Asia, a defeat that, if it comes, will be the result of the
liberal-New Left stab in the back of the U.S. and its vital interests. Many Americans are heart-sick because, as Arthur
K-ock writes in his new book Consent of the Governed,"the scent
of decaying power comes to their nostrils." There is an almost
viscerarfear that the Fulbrights, Kennedys and McGoverns—the
strange breed of defeatist that has had a grip on the American
mind for a decade--will shatter the security of the United States.
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Commissioner Says Gov't
Operation No. One Fraud

Keep silence before me, 0 islands; and let the
people renew their strength.—Isaiah 41: I.

We are a People of action. We are on the move.
Through motion, we feel we can accomplish our
ends."Be still and know that I am God."

EDA Approves
PIan,nitIg Grant

Corps ,Projects
Prevent Large
Flood Losses

Attacks nompulsory
MANILA Writ -- A
constitutional con vention
delegate has opposed a move
to make religious instruction
compulsory in Philippine
public schools, as proposed by
the convention's committee on
education.
Delegate Bren Z. Guist.,
who represents the province of
Pampanga, says such a step
might foment religious discord
instead 14 inculcating spiritual
values among the young.
VIKING VIEWS
NASA's Viking program is on
schedule to make the first U.S.
landings on Mars in 1976.

FINED IN MAYFIELD
Billy Winchester of Murray
Route Five and David Franklin
of Murray were each fined
$28.50 on charges of speeding in
the Graves County Court,
Mayfield. according to the
report published in the Mayfield
Messenger,

lower costs.
A great problem, however,
says Denenberg, is that the
heads of government agencies
fail to conceive of themselves
as public servants. "Regulatory
agencies," he maintains, "have
been converted into devices to
protect industry."
While this situation continues,
he believes, the public will
hardly be served. But even
when the regulator has no special commitments to special interests, he may fail to do a
good job.
This, says Denenberg:
when he fails to appreci
his
obligation to serve the public,
to provide it with_ififormation,
to serve as „az-compensating
power agaip.A'' that of pressure
groups.
opinion, government
In
wopki best when the regulator
develops sound programs
aimed at resolving public problems. If the programs are poorly conceived, no amount of selling will do the job.
The next step in Denenberg's
approach is to mobilize support. You do this by appointing
consumer advisory panels. You
hold hearings. You seek the testimony of experts.
When the public recognizes
that you mean business they
provide more information. They
know something will be done,
and in so thinking they make
your job easier. You reciprocate, always keeping the communications open.
With public support, says Denenberg, "you have strength
with the governor, the legislature, the special interest
groups. We couldn't take on all
this without public support.
We'd be wiped out."
But when you have that support, he adds, government
works. "It almost scares me
how much action you can get."

Wallace Shows
Improvement
After Surgery
ILVER SPRING, Md. API
— Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace was recuperating today after minor surgery to
drain pus from an infected area
near one of his wounds.
Doctors said the opera
Thursday will speed his covery. They said the nfection
was predictable.
near a bullet
The infecti
wound in !j3Ileft side of the abdomen, wed an incision to
dratepus, doctors said.
,tAfter these areas were
drained, the governor showed
immediate improvement and a
marked reduction in abdominal
NW.," the doctors saki ia
medical bulletin.
Otherwise,the doctors rep&ted, Wallace's condition remained stable.
For the first time since his
injuries May 15, Wallace fed
himself Thursday, a breakfast
of cream of wheat, toast, applesauce and milk. A trapeze bar
was installed above his bed to
help him exercise and raise
himself while bed linens are
changed.
The Democratic presidentia
aspirant was shot while shaking
hands with a crowd at a Laurel, Md., shopping center.
TRUDEAU ELECTED
On April 6, 1968, Justice Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
was elected by the liberal Party as Canada's prime minister.
GUN BATTLE
On April 6, 1970, four California Highway patrolmen were
killed in a gun battle with two
motorists north of Los Angeles.
'COLUMBIA THE GEM ...'
On May 7, 1742, the Columbia
River, Oregon, was discovered
by Capt. Robert Gray of Boston, Mass., in his ship, the
Columbia.
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3.'BURY ME AN ANGEL'
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Steve McQueen
JAMES GARNER
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a con artist.
MAURICE RONET

GERMANY SUR NDE S
Germany surre ered unconditionally to W .tern Allies
and Russia on May 7, 1945, at
•
Reims, France.
.is niiin &

FIRST POST CARD
The first U.S. postal cards
were issued on May 1, 1871.
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Ogg-Starks Vows Read

June Wedding Planned

E"-R—
AY *

Miss Betty Boyd Is
Honored At Shower
At Farmington

Your Iothvidual Horoscope
Frunc.s Drake

Missjf‘gren McGary, bride.
elej Of Kent McCuiston was
FOR MONDAY, MAY 29, 1972
ored with a household
Look in the section in which will be yours.
shower Thursday, May 11, at
your birthday comes and find LIBRA
seven o'clock in the evening.
what your outlook is, according (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Hostesses for the event were
to the stars.
You will face competition
Mesdames Dewey Yates, Joe
ARIES
now, but it won't stymie you.
Thornton, Ted Howard, Gary
( Mar. 21 to Apr, 20) greCt Rather, it will prove a pleasing
Smotherman, Ron Hopkins, and
Patience will be needed in a challenge. Get in there — and
Jimmy Ragsdale.
few tricky spots but day, on the win!
Miss Patsy Fitts, maid of
whole, has a big potential. SCORPIO
honor to be, presided over the
Avoid undue haste, anxiety. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Mr
register book. The table was
You CAN deliver the goods.
Fine Mars influences endraped in white linen cloth
courage your efforts now.
TAURUS
accented with . a long stem
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Especially favored: Business
yellow rose in a silver bud vase.
Let your instincts guide you and fOancial affairs, organiThe bride-elect chose to wear
now since your chances-of at- zation* interests, satisfactory
a navy and white knit pantsuit
taining goals are excellent. conclusions to complex business
with matching accessories. A
Imagination and a little daring negotiations.
corsage of yellow rose buds was
SAGITTARIUS
could pay off handsomely.
presented to her by the
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
GEMINI
hostesses.
(May 22 to J1111011 16
9 You may count on this to be
Planetary
infTueiices one of- your more. memorable
Mrs. V. L..McGary, mother of
favorable. You should be able to days. Look for some unexthe bride-elect, chose to wear a
put over new ideas successfully. pectedly pleasant news and
cool lime green knit dress, and
Handle assignments with some heartwarming recogMrs. W. D. McCuiston, mother
confidence. Capitalize on your nition for past efforts.
of the groom-elect, selected a
many talents.
dress.
knit
pink
soft
Both wore
CAPRICORN
CANCER --( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
matching accessories and were
(June 22 to July 23)
Because you usually acalso complimented with a
Several chances to do better
Mrs. Thomas Lane Starks
complish a great deal in one day
corsage of rosebuds from the
than
usual.
Take advantage of does not mean
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Ogg of Madisonville announce the
that you should
hostesses.
marriage of their daughter, Vikki, to Thomas Lane Starks of all worthwhile opportunities. A overtax yourself — a tendency
The refreshment table was
good
period
in
which
out
try
to
Murray.
now. Temper your ambitions
covered with a lovely antique
The wedding was solemnized on Friday, May 12, at seven new ideas, methods.
and desires with common sense.
lace cloth over lavendar linen.
LEO
o'clock in the evening in the home of relatives in Murray. Rev.
silver compote accented the
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Thomas Perkins of Murray was the officiating minister.
AQUARIUS
table with a mixed floral
Be alert to those who would (Jan. 21 to
Mr. Starks is the son of Mrs. Dortha Copeland of Tucson,
Feb. 19) "'
1 7
arrangement by Mrs. Ted
mislead
you,
do
not
expect
too
Arizona, and Louis Starks of Murray. He is a 1964 graduate of
Lack of consistency and
Howard. A candelabrum
much
in
the way of help from steadiness could bring
Murray High School and attended Murray State University. He is
probholding burning .lavendar now co-owner
others and do not scatter lems. Strive to
counteract!
of Crow Cycles in Murray.
energies. Taking such per- Don't procrastinate
tapers were placed near the end
Miss Ogg was graduated from Earlington High School and
and don't
cautions, you can make a good scatter energies.
of the table.
Murray State University. She has been granted an assistantship
go
of
things.
Tinted punch was served in F•nglish at
Murray State University where she will work on her
PISCES
VIRGO
-from a crystal punch bowl. Petit Master's
Degree. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
cakes decorated with lavender sorority, Alpha
Not much planetary help
Chi National Scholastic Honorary Society, and
Searching for offbeat avenues
flowers, nuts, and mints were was named
to Who's Who in American Colleges and Univer- toward achievement could lead here, so day is practically your
served from silver ap- sisities.
you astray now. Do the best you own to mold as you will. Try to
pointments.
Mr.and Mrs. Starks are residing on Murray Route Six.
can
in your own field and gains conclude long-term contracts if
The gift table was draped
any are pending. Stars are
with lavender net over lavender
generous in that respect.
linen. A statue bride was placed
in the center of tie table.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Games were played and gifts
endowed with a brilliant inwon by Mrs. Willard Ails and
tellect and a great love of
Miss Rita Farris, who
learning. Your tastes lean
presented them to the honoree.
toward the literary and you
The
Calloway
County
Fifty-one persons
were
have an unusual flair for the
Genealogical
Society
met
at
the
present or sent gifts.
dramatic — a tremendous asset
Holiday Inn at eleven-thirty
should you choose the stage,
o'clock in the
morning on
politics or the law as a career. If
Monday, May 8, for a luncheon.
you write, your best work would
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
evidence itself in essays,
president, presided and also
criticism, novels and detective
Sunday, May 28
stories. But don't count out
Homecoming will be held at gave the treasurer's report.
journalism and travel literature
Peeler Cemetery, located Mrs. Humphrey Key,secretary,
— "naturals- for the restless,
northeast of Almo, with a called the roll and read the
curious Geminian. You have a
basket dinner at 12:15 p.m. minutes.
•
•
•
great gift for oratory and, if
Several items of business
followed by preaching by Rev.
starting out in politics or the
were discussed. Reports on club
William McKinney.
By Abigail Van Buren
legal field, this advantage could
projects were given.
Annual homecoming at
quickly propel you to a top spot
The luncheon table was
Chapel Hill Baptist Church will
in statesmanship or the
DEAR ABBY I answered some newspaper ads for
with
lovely
be held. A singing will be held in decorated
judiciary.
Other fields suited to
domestic help. My qualifications: I like children. 1-In fact, I
arrangements of spring flowers
the afternoon.
your talents: Exploration,
have
a
very
nice,
daughter
talented
111
of
I
able
am
to
made by Mrs. Stubblefield from
archeology, music and sculpteach tennis, swimming, have a pleasant disposition, can
The Hardin Pentecostal her garden.
ture. Birthdate of: Patrick
wash and iron and clean a house as well as anyone. I have
Church of God will have a
Henry, early Amer. statesman;
Members present were Mrs.
high hygenic standards and know how to shop for food,
homecoming with preaching at
G.K. Chesterton, Eng, jourprepare it, and serve it.
eleven a.m., followed by a Foreman Graham, Mrs. Wesley
nalist, author; U.S. Pres. John
Waldrop, Mrs. Euva Alexander,
I can do odd jobs around the house, drive and fix the
singing featureing the Baxter
F. Kennedy; Bob Hope,
Mrs.
Myrtle
Jordan,
Mrs.
family
car.
I
dress well, speak well, and make a good
Family of Atlanta, Ill.
comedian.
Clifton Key, Mrs. John J.
appearance. But when I apply for a job as a domestic all I
Monday, May 29
Livesay, Mrs. James Byrn, and
get is, "Are you kidding? My husband would never stand
A two ball golf foursome at Miss Erin Montgomery. One
for it?" [lam a male.]
nine a.m., swimming, golf, and visitor, Mrs. Carl Lockhart,
And women talk about sex discrimination! I have moral
games in the afternoon, and a presented her name for
standards, and would never have anything other than a
family picnic at 6:30 p.m. will membership.
proper relationship with the lady of the house.
be held at the Oaks Country
Isn't it unfair for women to complain that they are
The next meeting of the
Club.
being discriminated against when they won't give a man a
society will be in September at a
Tuesday, May 30
chance?
place to be designated.
STANLEY IN SAN DIEGO
A household shower for Mr.
DEAR
STANLEY: Before you write off the entire feand Mrs. Hershell McKendree
Put a suction cup on each end of
male population, give a few other women who are in need
whose home and contents were the clothes rod in a child's clothes
of domestic help a chance. If I were to publish your full
destroyed by fire on May 20, will closet As the child grows and
name, you would need police protection.
be held at the Hardin clothes become longer, move the rod
up
to
the
right
height
Elementary School.
DEAR ABBY: I would like for you to be the judge in
this marital problem:
Recently I accidentally discovered that my wife of 14
years [two children] has been carrying on a prolonged
affair with another man. When confronted with the evidence, she readily confessed, and she supposedly terminated
1205 Chestnut Street
the affair. However, she has been moody and depressed
ever since, saying I did her a grave injustice, and family
relations would have been better had I not interfered in her
private life!
for your Drug, Prescription
Just how much privacy is a married woman entitled
and Sundry Needs
HER HUSBAND
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
DEAR HUSBAND: "Privacy-" is one thing. Giving a
mate "swimming" privileges Is something else. When a husband for wife! tolerates continued infidelity in marriage,
•wwwwwwwwwwwww
les the beginning of the end.

The Farmington Community
Center was the scene of a
household shower given in
honor of Miss Betty Boyd, brideelect of Philip Darnell, on
Saturday, May 20, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Mrs.
Dan Darnell, Mrs. Charles
Duncan, and Mrs. Ken Miller
were the gracious hostesses for
the occasion.

Ida

44--ig

Luncheon Held By
The Genealogical
Society Recently

And women talk about
sex discrimination

0Ply
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Miss Theresea Parrish
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish of Dexter Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Theresea, to Ricky Rudolph, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rudolph of
Dexter.

Refreshments of individual
cakes with yellow and green
flowers, nuts, mints, and punch
The bride-elect will be a senior at Calloway County High School were served
from
the
this fall. Mr. Rudolph, a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High beautifully appointed table
School, is now employed for Eddie Brown's Used Cars.
overlaid with a yellow cloth.
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 16, at seven o'clock
The register was kept by
in the evening at the Palestine United Methodist Church. A. Miss Rhonda Darnell.
reception will be held in the church basement following the
Twenty-five persons were ceremony.
present
and forty persons sent
No formal invitations are being sent and all friends and
gifts who could not attend.
relatives are invited to attend.

Saundra Edwards Is
Oaks Golf Medalist
Saundra Edwards was the
medalist for the regular ladies
day golf held at the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday.
Others named were Rebecca
Dublin, best sport. Sadie
Ragsdale, middle man, Ada Sue
Roberts, blind hole. Margaret
Tidwell, closest of hole on No. 8,
Sue McDougal, most chipins,
and Carita Lamb. putting.
Grace James was the golf
hostess for the day.
The
regular ladies day
luncheon was Served with
Darlene Ford, Marie Weaver,
Margaret Tidwell, Martha
Tibbs, Letricia Cooper, Jean
Shahan, Emma Dean Lawson,
Peggy Hook, Maxa Read, Ruby
Herndon, Ruth Brandon,
Margaret Blalock, Betty
Gilbert, Verna Horning, Eva
Hopkins, Kaye Outland, Bonnie
Story, Dot Byrn, Joyce Spencer, and Mildred Robertson as
hostesses.

HOT SKI BOATS
at Slow Poke Prices
We really do have some sharp high-performance
runabouts and ski boats! Boats that will do
what they look like they'll do!
We Are Authorized Dealers for Some
of the Best Boats if the Industry
Flote-Bote
Speedliner
Trailers by Parisline & St. Joe
Hurricane
Our low overhead makes it possible to Save you Hundreds
of dollars on every deal.
Grayson McClure
0-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
blacktop to boats.
See Dane McClure, Jerry Bean, Don or Grayson
McClure

Happy Holiday Travel
Incorporated
Den
"
.StnitiMil I PANORAMA SHORES
available early evenings & Holkia

SCOTT DRUG

tart Dusk—,
nit.

Show
RD'

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Tues —Wed

MIME

NGEL'

4RNER
YNOLDS cx.
RONET

Bird Baths
Garden Fountains
Stepping StonesLawn Ornaments
Memorial Day Flowers
Gifts-Novelties & Nick Nacks
Hanging Baskets & Planters

PLANTLAND

iteiy
!r):1

OPII III daft every day
GM and Garton last sills Lakeland Deaftwirllie

DEAR ABBY: Thanks from the male side of the species
for saying fantasies are normal and nothing to be ashamed
of I have been married for years to a woman who was
always either "too sick" or "too tired." Yet [love her very
much. My flights of fantasy litre a great help in filling the
insitE-Wa nice to know that rni_oot a dirty
old man.
- DREAMER
DEAR DREAMER: When I made the statement. I anticipated being called a "dirty old lady." And I was.

May

r

DEAR ABBY My husband is well-educated, talented,
and hard working, but he has one habit which simply drives
me up a wall' Ile chews gum almost constantly And loudly'
I have asked him [in private] to please stop, and sometimes he does But when he is directing the choir, for
instance, I can't very well say anything to him. And I
stiouldhl have to.
He's not old enough to be senile. And he's not rich
enough to be eccentric. Don't tell me to correct him He
doesn't take criticism very well
I really don't expect a solution to my problem, Abby.
I
Just had to tell somebody how frustrating it is!
BURSTING IN BOZEbiAN
DEAR BURSTING: I'll publish your letter. It may not
help. But it can't hart.

The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion a yellow and
white knit pant suit. Her
mother, Mrs. Leon Boyd, wore a
gold and yellow flowered knit
skirt and jacket, while her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Stanley Darnell, was attired in
a white knit dress.
Both the honoree and the
mothers were
presented
hostesses' gift eciteages of
yellow daisies.
Miss Boyd opened her many
lovely gifts which had been
placed on a table overlaid with a
beige lace cloth and centered
with white wedding bells and a
bride and groom statuette.
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Any 2 for

-41
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DRESSES,
SUITS &
COATS

Nite now
431-54113

II NO LIMIT

HOUR.
Drapes SHIRTS lalb One
cLeaneRs
Cleaned
Laundered to Perfection

6 $100
204 25t for
Pleat
Unlined

Pleat
Lined

Price good all week!

Central Shopping
Center
Phone 753-9084

Knits

Should be
Dry Cleaned By
Professionals
M•^0.,,,,e4
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Sulfur Dioxide Control Projects Now Under Way

Your Individual Horoscope
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ERMANS

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken County Judge Andrew Palmer has-said he hopes
to develop_ a juvenile center in
a building which a ehiMren's
haaproases‘44rIclgolo
the county.
The Friendly Home tor Chil'then, which has operated.. in
_Paducah since_ 1901, has announced plans to close.
home '9petitioned
The
McCracken Circuit Court to dispose of its property, with the
estimated $142,000 in assets to
go to county government and
charities in the PaducahMcCracken County area.
Judge Palmer said he hopes
to develop the building, which
would go to the county under
the proposal, for a juvenile center. He said all juvenile functions including court could be
housed in the building.
The development, he said,
would mean juveniles would no
longer be held in jail.
IVI(ist. of the other assets
would go to the Western Kentucky center for handicapped
children and adults, and
Lourdes and Western Baptist
.
Hospitals in Paducah.
"Officials of -the Friendly
Home said the closing came because of economic chartkes and
duplication of services by the
Kentucky Child Welfare Department.

Gene Landoll Insurance Agency and the
Grange Mutual
Companies

The Grange Mutual Companies are
pleased to announce their association with
Gene Landolt Insurance as an agent for
Grano* Mutual Casualty Company. Granos,
believes this new alliance will result in
better service for Calloway County insurance -buyers. Gene Landolt know-how
combined with Grange Mutual's full casualty coverage is your guarantee of the most
coverage for the least number of premium
dollars

Announcing a
new winning team.
Gene Landoll insurance Agency
206 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky 42701
Phone: 753-8175

Your p7rfo0f Ffl protertfon
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Thirty-Two Drivers Set To
Compete In Indianapolis 500
Against Bobby Unser
By MIKE HARRIS
Associated Press Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLLS (AP) Thirty-two race drivers were
ready to begin their chase of
polesitter Bobby Unser in the
56th Indianapolis 500-mile race,
set to begin today at noon EDT.
Unser, 37, the older of two
famed driving brothers, set the
other drivers at the Speedway

Mr. Scherffius
Passes Away
This Morning
Tony Scherffius of Lynn
Grove died this morning at four
OiciOCk at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 82
years of age.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Hattie Rogers
Scherffius of Lynn Grove; one
daughter, Mrs. Herbert (Ruth
Hughes of Murray; one foster
daughter, Mrs. W.T. (Martha)
Hutchens of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Mary Singleton of
Hazel and Mrs. Eunice
Crawford of Murray: three
brothers, Fred Scherffius of
Tulse, Oklahoma, Cleve
Scherffius of Huntington, W
Va., and Ed Scherffius pf
Grants Pass, Oregon; eight
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren.
One son , Earl Scherffius
preceded his father in death.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may
call at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home after thrt.ep.m.
today ( Saturday ).

on their ears this month with
speeds at one time thought impossible on the ancient Indianapolis Motor Speedway
track.
His four-lap, 10-mile qualifying run around the 2 -mile
oval was at a record average of
195.940 miles per hour. His fastest lap, 196.678 m.p.h. was
more than 17 miles per hour
faster than Peter Revson's 1971
pole record.
The rest of the field didn't
slouch in the speed area, either, with the field averaging
183.655 m.p.h., an increase of
more than 12 m.p.h. over last
year's 33 cars.
Revson, in one of two Team
McLaren entries in the starting
field, was in the middle of the
first row, while-Mark Donahue
was set to start on the outside
of the front three.

61st Straight
NAUGATUCK,Conn.(AP( Naugatuck High School's haspball team posted its 61st victory
in a row Thursday, defeating
Crosby High 12-2 and moving to
within four games of the U.S.
high school record for winning
streaks.
The record is held by a Texas
high school team. It was set in
the 1920s.

Oldest gas powered
car built by Benz
The best available source
tells us that the oldest gasoline
powered car is one built in Germany in 1885 by Benz.
The vehicle had three wheels,
.weighed 560 posmds, and in its
prime, could go 8 to 10 miles
per hour.

•
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Resignation
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) The dean of the University of
Louisville Medical School for
the past three years has resigned to return to teaching and
patient care.
Dr. Douglas Haynes said in a
letter to the university's president,"1 feel I have accomplished as much as lies within
my capacity in the administrative area," and asked that
the resignation become effective by Nov. 1.
Dr. Haynes is expected to go
back to teaching as a professor
of obstetrics and gynecology.

Loans
WASHINGTON t AP) - The
Rural Electrification Administration has announced loans totaling more than $1.5 million to
three rural electric cooperatives in Kentucky.
Green River Co-op at
Owensboro will
receive a
$160,000 loan to finance facilities
to serve 860 customers.
The Inter-County Rural Electric Cooperative Corp. at Danville will receive a $449,000 loan
to make improvements serving
500 customers.
The Meade County rural coop at Brandenburg gets a $301,000 loan for service additions
Lawyers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)- A for 700 customers.
group of 25 female lawyers has
told Gov. Wendell Ford it would HS Baseball
LEXINGTON, Ky.i AP) like a woman to be considered
for appointment as chancery Jessamine County earned a trip
judge in Jefferson County Cir- to the state tournament here
June 6 and 7 by winning the
cuit Court.
The Jefferson County Women Lexington Regional Baseball
Lawyers' Association sent a list tournament, beating Henry
of names of qualified women to Clay 9-8.
In semi-final action earlier,
the governor, and plans to send
a delegation to Frankfort to Henry Clay downed Shelby
County 9-2 and Jessamine
support the request.
There are two judgeships to County defeated Madison Central 10-2.
be filled.

hen
.g•
ell as
sharp

People In The News
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Mrs.
Felix Frankfurter, the widow of
the Supreme Court justice,
faces the prospect'of having to
depend on a $5,000-a-year federal pension, which an adviser
says is not nearly enough to
pay for her care ata Washington nursing home.
Mrs. Frankfurter, 82, • lias
been incapacitated for years
with crippling arthritis. She is
a patient at the Home for Incurables, and attorney Donald
Hiss says she has all but exhausted a modest family estate.
Hiss said that although the
$5,000 annual pension would not
cover her expenses at the
home, the facility would never
discharge her for lack of funds.
" But to think of her becoming
a charity case...It's amazing.
Its shocking."
The 95,000 allotted Supreme
Court widows is less than that
awarded wives of lesser federal
judges, although a bill has been
offered in Congress to bring the
pensions more in line with the
rest of the court system.
Marion Frankfurter's husband died in 1965. She is one of
seven Supreme Court widows.
VIENNA (API - Cuban Premier Fidel Castr0 says he's not
interested in meeting with
President Nixon, according to
the Bulgarian news agency,
BTA.

Newsmen in Sophia asked
Castro, who is on a tour of socialist countries, if such a
meeting would be possible. Castro said conferring with the
American president would
"make no sense."
BTA said Castro claimed Nixon wanted Cuba to abandon its
revolution and become politically neutral.
DENVER (API - Dita
Beard, controversial International Telephone Si Telegraph
Corp. lobbyist whose ,interrogation by a Senate judiciary
subcommittee here March 26
was cut short because she suffered chest pains, will fly to
California next week for an
-extended rest,- her doctor
said Friday.
Dr. 1.. M. Radetsky said the
53-year-)1d woman is well
enough to make the air trip to
Van Nuys, but he wouldn't say
when she would leave.
Mrs.
Mrs. Beard underwent questioning about a memo she was
accused of writing which linked
an out-of-court settlement of an
ITT antitrust suit with a $400,000 ITT pledge to the Republican National Convention.
She repeatedly denied writing
the portion of the memo while
being questioned in Rocky
Mountain Osteopathic Hospital
here.

These are the same three
who started in front in the 1971
race, but at that time Revson
was on the pole, Donohue in the
middle and Unser on the outside.
Revson hit 192.885 m.p.h. in
qualifying, while Donohue, in a
Roger Penske-McLaren, hit
191.408. Their combined average of almost 192 m.p.h.
brought talk of rules changes to
cut back the speeds next year.
Wider treadless tires and
wide, high-mounted wings are
generally given credit for the
breakthrough in speeds, and
Frank DelRoy, chief technical
inspector of the United States
Auto Club, said the USAC rules
committee will study these
items at a meeting in the near
future.
The payoff for the rate is expected to exceed $1 million for
the third straight year. Al Unser, who has won the race the
last two years and is going for
an
unprecedented
third
straight, took home the winner's share of $238,454 last
year, i bit less than the 1970
purse.
Other former winners in the
'starting field were three-time
champ A.J. Foyt Jr. and 1969
winner Mario Andretti.
The younger Unser faces a
gigantic task, starting the race
from the 19th position. Driving
for Parnell' Jones, the 1963
Indy winner, set the current
500-mile record average of
157.735 m.p.h. in last year's
race.
Everyone was expecting the
higher speeds and the soaring
temperatures to take their toll
on the hard-pressed engines
and equipment.
Upwards of 50 engines were
destroyed during practice and
time trials, seven by 26th starter Gordon Johncock and five by
Donohue, both in McLarens.
Eight rookies made the race,
including Sam Posey and
Swede Savage, both in the third
row of the starting grid. Others
are John Martin, Mike Hiss,
Salt Walther, John Mahler, Lee
Kunzrnan and Jimmy Caruthers.

Rev. White Gives
His Sermon Subject
Rev. Jerrell White, minister
of the Memorial Baptist
Church, will be speaking on the
theme, "Go Power From God"
at the 10:50 a.m. services at the
church on Sunday, May 28.
Graduating high school
seniors who are members of the
church will be honored at the
morning service, and also be
special guests of Rev. and Mrs.
White at the Colonial House
for dinner at 12:30 p.m. Seniors
include Katie Blalock, Randy
Grogan, Dixie Hook, Debbie
Johnson, Jimmy Dodson, Vicki
Lowery, Bruce Milam, Dave
Burrow, and Mickey Stom.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.in. with Hayden Rickman
as the director. The lesson will
be on "Wayside Witnessing"
with scripture reading from
Acts 8:1-40.
The evening services at the
church will not be held due to
the Baccalaureate services for
Murray High School at the First
Baptist Church with Rev. White
'to he the speaker. _

Rev. Galloway Will
Preach Sunday At
Methodist Church

Missiles ...

DRUM MAJORETFES--Drum majorettes for the Murray High
School Black and Gold Marching Band will be Beth Wilson. , left
and Sara Sams. Both girls will be seniors at Murray High next
fall. The two were drum majors last year also.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Rev. Morrison C. Galloway,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church, will
be the speaker at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services at the
church on Sunday, May 28.
The church minister, Dr.
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and the
educational assistant, Chuck
Guthrie, are attending the
Memphis Annual Conference at
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn., May 28-31. The lay
delegate fot the church is C.B.
Ford with Dr. James Byrn as
alternate.
Members of the church who
are
graduating from high
school will be honored at a
breakfast at the Holiday Inn on
Sunday at 7:30 a.m., sponsored
by the United Methodist
BAND OFFICERS-The Murray High Marching Band elected
Women.
officers for the 1972-73 school year recently. Jimmy Pasco, front,
The Junior High Youth was named president, Karen Hendon, middle, was elected
Fellowship will meet at the secretary , and Sara Sams, was named vice-president.
church on Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
Staff Photo by David FLU1
for volley ball and programs„
while the Senior High Council
will meet at seven p.m. at the ),
home of Miss Anne Erwin, 807
Doran Road.

'Marks Of Saint'
Is Sermon Subject

Rev. David Roos has chosen
the subject, "Marks Of A
Saint,- for his sermon for the
10:45 a.m. services at the First
Christian Church on Sunday.
May 28. His scripture will be
from I Corinthians 1:1-9.
The choir will sing the anSouth African Gary Player, them,
"My Burden Is Light" by
making his first appearance in
Newburg. Chris Clopton will be
this country since the Mps7ers. Th'worship
leader and Janet
carved-out a 65 and stood one
Cole will be the candle lighter.
in third place at 136.
Elders serving will be Preston
Dave Stockton, who started
Holland Gene Landolt.
the day at 77, also equaled the
Deacons will be Glenn Card,
course record with 64 and Lee
0.B. Boone, Jr., Elmer Collins,
Trevino, who had a first day 74,
A.B. Crass, M.C. Ellis, Johnny
rallied to a 68, but was well
Quertermous, John Reagan.
back at 142.
and Auburn Wells. Greeters will
Charles Coody and Bruce be
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Crampton were the major casu- Cullom
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
alties, missing the cut 146 or
McNutt.
better for the final two rounds.

Nicklaus Matches Course
Record In Atlanta Gold
By ED SHEARER
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA t AP) - Jack
Nicklaus, honing his game for
the upcoming U.S. Open, equaled the course record with an
eight-under-par 64 Friday and a
one shot lead at the midway
point of the $130,000 Atlanta
Gold Classic.
"It was an incredible round,"
said Homero Blancas.
"It was an experience,"
agreed Lou Graham.
Blancas and Graham, deadlocked in fourth place three
shots behind Nicklaus, played
in the same threesome with
Nicklaus. Blancas had a 68 and
Graham a 69.
"Our threesome shot 15 under
par low ball," said Graham.
"Nobody could hold horiblik„,11
you shot a par, you were list
off the tee on the next hole."
Nicklaus, winner of $154,000
this year, tapped in birdie putts
of 12 feet on the third and
eighth holes, to turn in a rather
routine 34. However, he conquered the back nine at the
hi-ly, 6,883-yard, par 72 Atlanta
Country Club course with a sizzling 30.
He sank four putts of less
than five feet for birdies and
holed a 13-footer for an eagle
on the par five 11th.
"I just played considerably
better all around," said Nicklaus, who had a 70 in the opening round for a 10-under 134 total.
Nicklaus has tucked away the
first leg of the modern grand
slam of golf, winning the Masters in April. He's aiming for
the other three major titlesthe U.S. and British Opens and
the PGA.
His appearance here is his
last scheduled stop before the
U.S. Open at Pebble Beach, Calif., next month.
His closest persuer was Bob
Lunn, the 1968 Atlanta champion who has been in a prolonged slump. Lunn had a 68
Friday and recorded an eagle
two on the 407-yard fifth hole
when he sank a pitching wedge
shot from a bunker 115 yards
from the pin
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Three Killed...
(Continued from Page II
Wife,
Mrs. Linda Turner
daughter,
Eldridge, one
Christie Jo Eldridge, and one
son, Jeffrey Eldridge, all of
South 4th Street, Murray;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Route
Eldridge of Murray
Eight; three sisters, Mrs. Paul
( Dorothy )Bullard of Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. George (Chris I
Wallis of Detroit, Mich., and
Miss Vickie Eldridge of Murray
Route Eight; two brothers,
Richard Eldridge and Roger
Eldridge, both of Murray Route
Eight;
one half brother.
Hughes Pritchett of Dexter.
Funeral arrangements aic
incomplete, but friends ma
call at the Max Churchi:(
Funeral Home after three p.n.
today (Saturday).

Agriculture important
to Hawaii's economy
With nearly 9390 million in
output in 1970 agriculture remains a stable'segment of Hawaii's economy This is an increase of 37 per cent over 1960
The sugar and pineapple industries have provided fair returns to stockholders, employment opportunities, and shown
increasing interest in protection of Hawaii's environment,
according to a state agriculture
spokesman.

Fuel economy record
established in 1910
What appears to be the world
record for a fuel economy on a
closed circuit course was set by
four men in a modified 1956
Austin Healley at the Shell Research Laboratory, Wood River, ill., in 1970.
They achieved 145.5 miles on
a single gallon of gasoline.

Subjects Given For

Sermnns On Sunday
Sermon topics for Sunday
services at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ have
been announced by the church
minister, Bro. Roy Beasley.
The 10:40 a.m. sermon topic
will be -Should We Be Content?" with the scripture
reading from Philippians 4:1113 to be by Steve Howard. The
prayers will be led by Stafford
Curd and Gerald Moore.
"Laborers In The Vineyard"
will be the topic for the six p.m.
service. Art Jewell will read the
scripture from Matthew 20:1-16.
D.E. Yates and Gary Lamb will
lead the prayers.
Members of the church
featured in the church bulletin
this week are high :school
graduates, Cindy Colson,
B41 Adams, Sherry Smith,
Brown Crouch, Cindy Parker,
Susan Johnson, Wayne Hopkins,
Steve Herndon, Cynthia. Wilson,
Karen McGary, and Patsy
Fitts, and Larry Wyatt, Vicki
Ragsdale, and Tommy Colson,
Murray State University
graduates.

PONTOON BOAT
Headquarters
BIG UNS and LITTLE UNS
We have more Pontoon Boats in stock than
anyone else for miles around.
A number of them were bought at distributor
prices, which means you can buy for less than
some dealers pay for theirs.
— CLOSE OUT PRICES ON SOME

—
Grayson McClure
11-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
blacktop to boats.
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry.Don or Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel
Incorporated
Demonstrations PANORAMA SHORES
available early evenings & Holidays

Nile Phone
436-5483

Continued Iron Page 1)
through with an overwhelming
margin.
But a senator with a key role
in consideration of the treaty
was more reserved: John
Stennis, chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, expressed
the "hope" he will be able to
support the treaty but withheld
commitment until his panel examines it.
Opponents were Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., Sen.
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.; Sen.
James L. Buckley, a New York
Conservative, and Rep. John
M. Ashbrook of Ohio, a Republican presidential contender.
They charged the Soviets got
too 400d a deal, leaving the
United States with less relative
might than it needs.
In the treaty's preface, both
nations declared their intention
"to achieve at the earliest possible date the cessation of the
nuclear arms race and to take
effective measures toward reductions in strategic arms, nuclear disarmament, and general and complete disarmament."
Nixon,through sppitesman Ronald L. Ziegler, said both nations
will continue their discussions
on arms limitations
, and seek
"to make new agreements."
The President added:
"For the first time since the
advent of nuclear weapons a
generation ago, the two most
powerful nations in the world
have taken the lead in a direction away from wasteful, dangerous, and self-perpetuating
competition in armaments and
toward a mutual restraint on
weapons systems."
Soviet Premier Alexei N. KosYgin, lifting his glass of champagne to-Nixon at a reciprocal
banquet the Americans gave
before the signing ceremony,
said the agreement "will go
down in history as a major
achievement on the road towards curbing the arms race."
WRONG NAME
Miss Susan Lee Anderson was ,
the winner for the travel kit in
the junior division of the
Murray-Calloway County 4-H
Dress Review instead of the
Susan Lee
Henderson as
released by the local 4-H Club
officials. Her picture was included in the junior ,division
winners on Friday. Her address
is Murray Route Two instead of
Kirksey Route Two as also
released in the news article.

Rev. Wayne Todd
To Speak Sunday
Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
minister of the First Baptist
Church, will be speaking at the
10:45 a.m. services at the
church on Sunday, May a.
The adUlf chuir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, will sing the anthem,
"Come, Ye Disconsolate" by
James.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. with Paul I.yons, Jr.,
as the director.
The evening worship services
and Training Union have been
cancelled because of the
Baccalaureate Service for the
graduating class of Murray
High School to be . held in the
church
auditorium at •eight
A final meeting for the Bible
School Directors will be held on
Manday. May 29, at ten a.m, in
the Youth Center. Bible School
is scheduled for June 5-9. /

Sermon Topic Given
By Rev. Edd Glover
"A Complete Salvation" will
be thy subject of the sermon by
Rev. Edd Glover at the morning
services at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church on Sunday, May 28.
His scripture will be from
Hebrews 7:1-28. Sunday School
will be held at ten a.m. followed
by the morning worship service.
Rev. Glover and the church
extends an invitation to the
public to attend.
Big Business, Those Forages!
When converted to meat and
milk, United States' forage
crops produce an annual income equaling the total dollars
brought in by soybeans, cotton,
rice, wheat and tobacco.
VACATION TIME
SPECIAL!!!
FOR SALE-1 owner 1919
Plymouth Sports Suburban
9 passenger station wagon.
All power and air conditioned.
Approximately
19,000 miles. Phone 753-5865
days or 7534168 after 5:00
p.m. and on Sundays.

The Murray Christian Church
WHEN TO SAY UNCLE TO 'THE WORLD
This is an old saying for the purpose of giving up,
usually whenever there was a wrestling match of some
kind. I would like to ask the question to this world,"When
are we going to say, I give up in trying to solve the
problems of today without God's help?" I have seen these
past days another attempt on the life of a public person
who was trying to give some answers to today's problems.
I hear discussed the problems of abortion, drugs, pornography, homosexuals, and even murder, as to whether
these are okay. It seems the more that we trust in the laws
of man the farther we get away from what is wholesome
and good. It seems that man just can't come up with good
enough laws to meet the need for today. It seems that it is
true, man has gotten himself into situations for which
there are no good solutions. Some people would say not to
have any laws at all. This is the largest step backwards to
civilization that can ever be said. Our pr,dicament is
mainly because man has tried to make up his own mind
and has set his mind as the final authority; therefore he
has created some frankensteins that he does not know how
to handle. Idolatry can be in the form of worshipping ones
own mind. Sin will do this every time. It will only create
bigger problems. The Bible says that we will reap what we
so*. My personal laws are not man made. My God is not
man made. I believe that we are reaping what we have
allowed to be sown. If we are going to let a man tell us that
pornography doesn't effect people in a degrading way
then let's not be surprised that we have problems with
abortion and sexual diseases of all kinds. When are we
going to learn from alcohol that other drugs can kill and
hurt? People who have put themselves up as their god are
in despair because they don't have answers to their
problems that they have created.,
Let's start saying uncle. I give up. God will you help
me? The Bible says, "to resist the devil and he will flee
from you." Draw nigh to God and He will draw nigh to
you." I believe that we need to start resisting instead of
justify sin. We need to flee sin and start drawing close to
God. Let's start sowing in faith and trust in God and not in
man. Let's stop putting our faith in politicians, judges,
pills, operations, etc. as the means to solve our problems.
"For me and my house we will serve the Lord." I don't
have the answers to todays problems, but God does. I will
live in this world and will enjoy it as long as God allows
me to live here, but I must depart from the world when
and where the world departs from the Word of God.
believe that in the blood of Jesus Christ we find a way out
of our sins, and through God's Word we find ways, codes,
standards, etc. that are honorable to all of mankind. U
you will look very closely to God's laws and his ways, you
will find the way to prevent every problem that we have
today. Praise God for He has shown us the way through
his teachings. To the world and its problems. I say UNCLE. 1 give up. Oh God, help us to get sick of the world, so
we will come to the great Physician and be healed.
Dean Ross
Minister

The Murray Christian Church
1508 Chestnut Street
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A Family Vacation Vehicle:

1969 Ford 3/4-Ton
Camper Special Pickup

Special
sell

mission,
One owner with automatic trans
power steering, power brakes,
factory air with a practically new

1972 THUNDERBIRD PICKUP
CAMPER. Sleeps 4
with gas stove, gas/electric
refrigerator and all the extras.
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4695"
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c
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Corner of 7th & Main
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KENTUCKY

WAITIN6 TO
WOOKTOCK
EE WHEN THEYXE 60IN6 TO
ru51.1 HIM OUT OF THE-NEST!

MOTHER AND CHILD
ARE DOING FINE...

•

1964 FORD GALAXIE 500,
1970 OPEL GT. Good condition.
. 1965 Comet, 6 cylinder,
$300.00
M31C
Phone 753-4724.
automatic, $300.00. Phone 4355130C
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, automatic. 4375.
M31C
Phone 753-6889.
1971 FORD GALAXIE 500 tar
door sedan. Vinyl top,factory Er,
Good
1965 FORD GALAXIE.
power steering and brakes. Going
motor. Best offer. Phone 753as, must sell. Phone 753M30C
oVerse
8812
4925620.
Phone
1427P
Hazel, Ky.
2385.
air.
and
NICE 1968 OLDS, power
1966 FORD FAIRLANE, 2 door.
-rom HAY baling. Ption -53- Must sell. $995.00. Phone Benton
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2427NC 8090.
527-7879.
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•
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FOR SALE OR TRADE
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Route Boy
Applications
Are Now Being Accepted
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l Notice

Lega
NOTICE OF FILING OF
STATEMENT OF INTENT TO
BELK'S
OF
DISSOLVE
Notice is hereby given of a
DEPARTMENT STORE OF meeting or sportsmen for the
MURRAY,KENTUCKY.INC.
selection of candidates for the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Notice is hereby given that Resources Commission for the
Statement of Intent to Dissolve of First Wildlife District ( to conBelk's Department Store of form with KR.S.Section 150:022) to
Murray, Kentucky, Inc., a be held on Wednesday night, June
Kentucky corporation, was filed 7, 1972, at 7:30 p.m., Central
Five
d.
wante
in the office of the Secretary of
WANTED PART time ex- BABY SITTER
through the sum- State of Kentucky on the 17th day Daylight Time, at the Court
l
terienced typist and genera days a week,
House in Benton, Kentucky.
Box mer. Call 753-7320 after 5 p.m.
of December, 1971, and that all
office employe. Reply to P.O.
An M27C
cky.
Kentu
y,
Murra
and
32-D,
claimants At this time, five candidates will
creditors
against the corporation are be selected by the sportsmen
equal opportunity emM30C
t their
ployer.
WANTED MATURE woman to required to presen
assembled, one of which will be
, light respective claims and demands appointed by.--the Governor to
couple
y
elderl
with
stay
office
RAL
GENE
WANTED
able. Immediately in writing to the serve on the Fish and Wildlife
p.m. housework. Salary negoti
clerk from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
till 5:00 corporation so that it can proceed Resources Commission for a
a.m.
8:00
from
Phone
Monday through Friday. Must be p.m. 753-3242, after 5:00 p.m. to collect its assets, convey and term of,four years. Only those
with
ties, pay,
fast and accurate typist
'Phone 753-6990 or 753-5450. M27C dispose of its proper
sportsmen residing in counties
accounting background. Send
satisfy and discharge its comprising the First Wildlife
32-E,
do
and
tions
and
ties
obliga
resume to P.O. Box
liabili
District are eligible to vote. The
Murray, Kentucky. An equal
sitter all other acts required to counties are: Ballard, Caldwell,
baby
tune
DAY
ED
WANT
M30(7
yer.
.
opportunity emplo
for 16 month old child. Phone 753- liquidate its business and affairs Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
M31C This 31st day. of December, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
1604.
1971.
PerHickman, Livingston, Lyon,
FULL TIME employee.
Thomas M. Belk, Assistant McCracken, Marshall and Trigg.
grain
local
for
yee
emplo
manent
..
3-11
and
,L.P.N
ED
R.N.
ary
Secret
, WANT
business. Favorable hours and 11-7 shift. Salary and fringe
Arnold I.. Mitchell
reasonable pay. Interested in benefits excellent. Contact Mr. W.('. Ashle4y
Commissioner
dependable man. Write full
ld
g
Mayfie
of
520
or
Nursin
Box
Post Office
Direct
tment of Fish & Wildlife
Depar
employment background, age
Box 26, Hospital, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Corbin, Kentucky 40701
1TC
Resources.
and refgences to P.O.
•
M6,13,20,27C
M27C Telephone 502-247-5320: •mrc
1 maim:Kentucky.

at the
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FOR SALE
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753-1916•
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FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View

FOR RENT

furnished
ROOM
BLACK FALCON Ranchero, PRICE REDUCED Immaculate. THREE
standard shift. Runs good, uses 3 BR Large Kitchen. Carpeted apartment, centrally located.
no oil. $325.00. Rupp mini bike, Living Room and Master Water-heat furnished. Extra
lots of chrome, 342 H.P., $75.00. Bedroom. Nice lot. Excellent nice. Adults only. Phone 7531299.
M30C
Mini bike frame, complete with Location.
Limited amount in varying styles.
Earn 20 percent on your
wheels and seat, $20.00. Phone
Special purchase from Kimball factory allows us to BRAND NEW 1970-20 volume set 753-7593 Saturday only till 5:00 money. Mobile Home Park. 17 FOUR ROOM furnished apartof The American Peoples En1TC spaces Highway 94 East. Priced ment, mature couple preferred.
to sell.
No pets. Air conditioning, carcyclofiedia with a subscription
sell new pianos, Regular '1,000 and up .
for 10 years for yearbooks. Color 1971-16' TRAVEL TRAILER, Country Air -4 Bedroom Brick. peting, walk-in closet. Phone 753M3OP
pictures. Will sell cheaply. Phone sleeps four. Phone 753-2378. M31C 30 acres. Fine Land. Only 2 miles 3323 after 5:00p.m.
Your Choice $74500
'from town.
M27P
753-1738.
Moving to Murray-Don't buy FURNISHED APARTMENT,
BEAUTIFUL PURE
bred
Siamese kittens. Reasonable until you have seen this house at close to University, 1602 Dodson
TFC
On Hwy. 121
Phone
price. Phone Cathy Christopher, 1500 Johnson Street. Underpriced Ave. Phone 753-6564.
for quick sale.
(Mayiwid Hwy.)
753-5787 1504 Johnson Blvd., 753TWO BEDROOM furnished or
5355.
M31C Lot 450' Deep-Aluminum unfurnished apartment. Central
siding. 4 Bedrooms. Lots of room
air and wall to wall carpet. Good
CREOSOTED POLES and Penta inside and out. Price reduced. location. Phone 753-4331.
M30C
Investment
Property-Within 1
treated lumber. Also styrofoarn
togs for dock flutation:"itturrffr'lock of JULJ.....C.ocae by-fOL,NEW-"TWCY--bEttrcrurn dim!e
Lumber Company, 104 Maple details.
623 Broadway, Paducah
53 Acres Of farm land. Make an apartment, central heat and air,
Phone 443-6453
Street.
ITC
wall to wall carpet, $125.00 per
Offer.
4ret0 5-27
01972 by United Fentom Snwiww.
Beautiful Home On Lake month. Phone 753-7724. June 2C
TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
19,000 BTU AIR Conditioner, used Barkley. Quality throughout
trailer, 1 mile from Murray.
$26,500.
one
boat,
two summers. Phone 753MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER 14' FIBERG
Water furnished. $85.00 per 'NOW WHO'S THROWING THE MONEY
9000
Minnows-$$$$$$Example
OH.hnson and
9827.
M31C
puppies, lovable, non shed. Dogs year old
AROUND ? "
month.
Phone Cadiz 522of
one
day's
sale
of
this Booming
el ent condition.
groomed, boarded. Melody-Ayre tr...
6332.
M31C
Business
on
Lake
Barkley.
III
p.m.
5:30
after
16
14' RUNABOUT boat with windKennels, Buchanan, Tennessee, Ph
NOTICE
NOTICE
shield, Marh 30 Mercury motor Health forcing sale.
phone 901-247-3345.
LARGE ROOM. Modern, private
J2C
Assume
Loan-Monthly
and trailer. Also riding lawn
Payments as low. as $75.00 on 3 entrance, air conditioned,
mower. Cheap. Phone 753BEDROOM SUITE, with orrefrigerator, electric heat, grills,
Bedroom Brick carpeted. Only
3593.
M31C
Quitting Business
thopedic box springs and matpicnic tables, washers, dryers.
two
years
old.
* Growing To
tress. Dresser has long mirror.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
For Sale
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll John Randolph Realty & 16th. Phone 753-6609.
$250.00. Excellent condition.
M30C
Serve You
One General Electric, 220
heavy gauge to fit all disc Auction Co., _1111 Sycamore
Phone 436-5474 or 753-5238. M3OP
Street,
753-8382.
.M27C EXTRA NICE one bedroom
volt, 15,004 BTU. One 110
harrows. See us before you buy.
* Free Landscape
volt, 8,500 BTU. One 110
furnished 'apartment, air conVinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1TC
LEAVING STATE; one 7year old
THREE BEDROOM home, on 2 ditioned, 4,-2 block from campus.
Design & Estimate
Volt, 11,000 BTU. One
gelding, well broken, will rope or
Chrysler Airtemp, 7,500
THREE TRACK motorcycle acres of land, located 1'2 miles Available now. Phone 753-4478 or
show. One Gelding pony with
BTU. One G.E. White
TFC
trailer. Phone Chester Stone, 489- north of airport, $10,000. Phone 753-9135.
saddle and bridle, very gentle for
M30C
refrigerator-freezer
CLEAN CARPETS the save 3640.
J3P 753-4532. small children. Blue Australian
EFFICIENCY
FURNISHED
combination, like new. One
and safe way with Blue Lustre.
Shepherd stock dog pups. Phone
apartment, air conditioned,
Coppertone,
2
door
Rent electric shampher $1. ADAMS HARD surfaced • plow ONE OF the nicest homes in
435-5063.
M30C
private entrance. Available June
automatic defrost.
Begley Drug Store, Central points. Also regular plow points, Murray. Completely landscaped,
1. Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
Shopping Center.
M27C to fit most plows. Chisel plow 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal
15'2" GLA.STRON with 80 H.P.
p.m.
TFC
living
and
dining
room.
Special
points, cultivator shovels and
Mercury, split windshield with
features
swimming
pool,
sweeps.
Vinson
Tractor
Co.,
153THREE
trailer
for
BEDROOM
2/0 E. Main
bow cushions. Full boat cover.
753-5617
patio, unlimited rent on College Farm Road.
4892.
1TC terraced
The City Clerk's office will be
Double warning horns, railing all
storage, expanding sub-division. Phone 753-1817.
M30C
around, life jackets, etc. Can be
APARTMENT GRAND piano, Being transferred. $31,500. Phone
seen 1607 Catalina or phone 753- UPRIGHT PIANO, good conopen each Saturday until noon
Ampex Tape Recorder, also off white love seat. Phone 753-9556.
M27C 10'x50' PRIVATE TWO bedroom
dition,
$100.00.
Phone
4E9-2483
8964 after 4:00 p.m.
M31C
4924158.
M31C
home.
electric
$70.00
mobile
all
after 5:00 p.m.
M30C
EXTRA NICE new three
Winter Coat-size 10,
per month. Also smaller trailer,
through the month of May.
STRAWBERRIES, TENNNEW CRAIG tape player with bedroom home, just completed shady lot, $45.00 per month.
15,006
BTU
AIR
conditioner,
ESSEE Beauty, pick your own, at
Porta-Crib,.High Chair,. Fm radio. phone 753.4889. muc and ready for sale. This deluxe Phone 489-2595.
M3CC
20 cents a quart. Bring your own brand new. Phone 753-5596 or 753some is well planned and is color
M30C
containers. 1.2 miles South of 8992.
closets,
Plenty
of
Coordinated.
Infant Seat, Blonde
TWO BEDROOM unfurnishedi
NEW AND used tractor tires.
Sedalia on Paris Road. From
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy two baths, double garage, apartment, on Elm Street. No KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest A 1.1,S TATE INSURANCE
Murray proceed through Lynn 12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
Wig, Portable Royal
service. Vinson Tractor Co. fireplace and concrete drive. children. Phone 436-2326. M300 Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Company. See John Simpkins at
Grove to Tri City, turn right on conditioner, good condition, one
one. Phone
13th Street. "Every day you Murray Sears Store on WedPhone 753-4892.
ITC Come out and see this
Ky. 97, look for sign on right. owner. Reduced. Phone 753M27C 'FURNISHED ONE bedroom' delay lets bugs
753-3903.
Typewriter.
have their
nesdays or phone Mayfield, 2474148.
J2C
Wayne Oliver, phone 328apartment, air conditioned, way."
TWO BIRD Dog Setter puppies, 9f•
M31C
TFC 7281.
8265.
TFC
Phone 753-3078
weeks old. One male, one female. KENIANA SHORES-90 x 190' located next to White Hall, ad '
Phone 489-2434 after 4;00 p.m. . Level, wooded lot-Central water- joining MSU campus. Part of
Lake access-$1595-$16 down & per utilities furnished. $85.00 per
USED
M31P
KOOL SPECIAL!! New 65'-11
month. Phone 436-5320.
J1C month Couples only. No pets. Call
central
air,
bath home with free
753-4388
753-3805
TFC
COUCH AND chair, $40.00. Phone
$5250.00. Paris Mobile Homes,
753-2987.
AND trailers for
M31C BY OWNER-Three bedroomI
1305 East Wood, Paris, Ten14,000 8.1.11.
HONDA TRAIL 70, less than 50
M31C
nessee
stucco house, kitchen and diningrent. Also trailers for sale Hale
Real good condition
miles. Excellent condition. Phone eNNIS SS & XB Restaurant area, glassed in porch, double Lock Shop, 753-5980.
M31C
M27C guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
753-8964.
Lowest Prices...Service After The Sale
drive,
concrete
garage,
Also Good Used TVs
per case (100 books I. Sold in case basement. Phone 753-3689. M30C .NEW TWO bedroom or three
ONE USED Stove, $35. One used tots only. Ledger & Times Office
bedroom duplex apartment with
refrigerator, $35. One room air Supply, 103 North 4th Street.
central
heat and air, all carpet,
BUYING A home, Let -Tripp
TV & Appliances
Paris, Tennessee
conditioner,$45. Call 753-6508. J2C
TFNC
Washer-dryer
range,
Hodge
assist
John
Williams
and
5 color combinations
118 So. 12th
hook up, dishwasher, large lot
Branch
Realty
Spann
Guy
you.
FREE parking in rearlik 1971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65', all NEW PLYMOUTR garden
to choose from.
with garden spot. Two bedroom,
tillers, 5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton Office, 711 Main, 753$125.00. Three bedroom, $150.00. FREE
electric, two bedrooms, two
June29C
9478.
We Imprint Names
ESTIMATE on septic tank WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed
USED 11' Refrigerator. Also baths, Spanish decor. Excellent engine with forward and reverse
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m. J3C installation.
Phone-753.7850. TFC floor covering and carpets.
closet door. Phone 753-2927 condition. Phone 753-5452. M27C 5139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
and Numbers
May 29(
Hughes Paint Store.
Benton,
527Kentucky,
phone
between 7:00 a.m. and 9:013
BY OWNER, Two-bedroom MODERN TRAILER, near
Memorial
of
PEOPLE
YOUNG
1168.
TFC house. Refrigerator, stove and Cypress Cove, By week, month,
p.m.
M27C
Baptist Church present Kansas
641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of carpeting included. 1614 Ryan or season. Phone Mr. Gregory, City singers in concert WedM30C 436-2145 after 6:00 p.m. Boat nesday, 7:30 p.m., performing
Murray, Irish Setter puppies, Ave.
USED G.E. vacuum cleaner.
available.
J3C Christian musical !•Love".
Cocker
To
Spaniel
Puppies,
LIVING ROOM suite, consists of $10.00. Phone 753-8086.
M27C
RENT
FOR
Poodles,
supplies.
fish
and
Everyone welcome.
M31C
two pieces-brown vinyl couch
.hampsters and birds. Special onCOLLEGE STUDENTS or
and chair. Will sell cheap. Phone 1970-85 , H.P. JOHNSON
motor
Neons, 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or TWO BEDROOM unfurnished married couple-furnished duplex,
M27C with fiberglass
489-2508 after 5:00 p.m.
boat. Electric
Letters Printed
June8C house, water, electric paid. one block from college, and two s MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS'
753-9457.
start, less than 75 hours on motor.
$85.00. Also one bedroom apart- bedroom furnished house, I
I
307 N. 4th 753-6091,
COLLIE PUPPIES; $15.03 each. $1650.00. May be seen on corner of
[REAL
SALE
ESTATE
ment, furnished, air conditioned, summer rates, $75.00 per month
FOR
RADIO, TELEVISION,
p.m.
4:00
Phone 4354782after
16th and Sycamore or phone 753I
STEREO,CAR RADIO
M27C plus utilities. Phone John Pasco, I
nice. $75.00. 753-5074.
Opens 7 a.m.
M30C
FIVE ACRES with nice two
3383.
SALES & SERVICE
J1C
TFNC
Jr.,753-2649 or 753-7278.
on small Appliances
bedroom home about three miles COMPLETELY
FURNISHED
Re'
12th & Poplar Street
So
HEAVY HENS and roosters
of Murray, 12 mile off cottage on Kentucky Lake Rent HOUSE WITH basement Also
Highway 64I„. Carport with by day, week or month. Phone' modern mobile borne. Rent As of this date, May
leghorn hens, turkeys, banhams,
27, 1972, I
chickens, some fancy chickens 15' RUNABOUT with top and storve, den with fireplace, 436-5679 after 5:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
M27C reasonable. Phone 753-8333. M27P am not responsible for any debts
Your Own Good and pigeons. Phone 492screened
in porch. Good well.
canopy, 40 H.P. Johnson motor.
other
than
my
own.
WANT TO BUY 5 to 10 H.P
NOTICE
8445.
M27C In good condition. $1100.00. Phone $13,500.00.
Neighbor
LARGE EFFICIENCY ApartRobbie Hutson, Route 7, Murray, riding
mower. Phone 354Galloway
FOR
Realty.
YOUR
Insurance
&
auction
sale
needs Kentucky.
753-4759.
JIC
ment, large -Closets and storage
M3IP
With
8469.
J1C
Phone 753-5842.
heat and air,contact Otto ,Chester's Auction
Electric
s
pace.
...
TIRED ACHING feet? Try Foot
Service
435-4042.
Lynn
Grove.
"It
TAPPAN COOK stove, good
entrance.
conditioned. Private
Levelers. Phone 753-6642. June7C
condition-. See Larry Hurt at 35 ACRE FARM only 1'2 miles Couples preferred. 1606 West pays to sell the Chester
NOTI('E
WA,LiT TO BUY boy's 3 or 5 speed
from
lake, 15 acres of cropland. Main.
June281'
Murray Supply Store.
M27C Way."
M27C
26- English bicycle. Phone 753creek well, new pond, house.
BEAUTIFUL LIVING room
City of Murray business
3616.
M27C
reasonably priced.
suite, brown with matching
If
privilege and vehicle
You
TWO BEDROOM house, 8 miles
Two lake front lots in
Frigidaire
table,
coffee
and
licenses i city stickers) are
West of Murray on school
At Your
WANT TO BUY boy's or girl's
Panorama Shores, only $3,995
refrigerator, 12 cubic foot. Phone
due. A 10 percent penalty
mail route. Phone 753-4596. M27C
26" three speed bicycle. Good
Pick
Your
Own
Local Catalog
each.
753-4542 between 8:00 a.m. and
will be added June 1, 1972.
condition. Phone 753-4635.
ITC
Phone.Pine Bluff - two lake view lot:: THREE ROOM air conditioned
Sales Office
4:30 p.m. or 753-4499 after 4:30
The City Clerk's office will
with
a
and
cottage.
The
two
lots
or
one
M3OP
for
apartment
furnished
p.m.
be open each Saturday
Bring Your Containers
• Chain Link
house for only $7,500.
two men. Near University.
AUCTION SALE
• Basketweave
until noon through the
Will Take Orders-S.50 (i(
Before
5:00 p.m.
Panorama Shores - two lots in a $55.00 per month. Phone 7531970 HONDA 70, mini trail. Ex• Board
month
of
May.
2 miles S. of Sedalia or I
good location with a vacation 5921,
M3OP
Or
cellent condition. Phone 489miles N. of Lynnville
Use Sears
house.
M30C
2303.
AUCTION SALE
F.asy Payment Plan
We also have several choice 35 THREE BEDROOM brick at 312
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
328-8543
Phone
to 300 acre farms at reasonable Irvan. Phone 492-8283.
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills. at Hazel Auction, House,
M30('
SPINET CONSOLE piano.
All Prices C•tslos Sale Prices
Between 6:00 p.m.
Jesse Jones
prices.
JIP Hazel, Kentucky. Saturday,
Say-Rite Drugs.
Wanted responsible party to take
May 27, 1972, 7:30 p.m. lots of
Satisfaction Guaranteed
7:00 p.m. In The
Claude 1.. Miller Real Estate. THREE ROOM unfurnished
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
new
trinkets, good glassware,
or Your Money Back
Ser&
.ES
I
SA
X
ECTROI,U
F:1
418
753Main
Phone
Street.
duplex, adult lady preferred. No
Can be seen locally. Write Credit ARMSTRONG TIRES, super
Evening
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky.. C.M. wash pots, chain saw, old
276 HPG wide tread 2 ply nylon 2 ply 3059 or 753-5064. John C. children. One block from Court
Manager, P.O. Box
If you know your route
good
air conSanders, phohe 382-2468. Far- dresser,
M30C
Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. M27P fiberglass tubeless dual white Neubauer, Associate Broker, 753- House. Phone 753-1299.
boy's number, please call
ditioners,
dishes,
bottles,
TEC
Kentucky.
inington,
7531.
M31('
,
wall F78x14-$18.00($2.52 F.E.
him first. If you get no
glass insulators, lots of odds
foi
some
have
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND co.
F.&
we
$2.93
TRAILERS;
1178x14-$19.00
tax.
John
call
then
results
GROCERY ON one acre lot!
SPRING PAINTING-We have and ends.
guarant0ed against THREE BEDROOM brick, fully tale also. See Brandon Dill aftei
Pasco , Jr at the above
Southside Shopping Center
ReaSonable if sold at once. 3 tax. Fully
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer
wall paint from $2.95 per
:latex
and road hazards. Roby carpeted, air conditioned, large 0:00 p.m. and all weekend al
number during the hours
Murray, Ky.
miles South of Murray on High- defects
Charles Thompson,
galkirrup:RukheS'Paint
lot. In a very nice neighborhood Dill's Trailer Court at Murray
Benton.
Highway
68.
Sales,
listed
Phone 753-1310
M31C
way 641. Phone 753-7663.
- Apprentice Auctioneer
29(
May
•
M31('
Store
.
TF(
Phone
753-9634.
Entrance.
Drive
Theater
June6C
In
Kentucky.

ARTISTS CONSOLE PIANO

BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill
the first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean rugs. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
M27C

Other Kimball Pianos and

Organs from '444.00

CON RADS
PIANOS and ORGANS

To Pay More Is Sheer Extravagance!!

C.
273
IE 500,
cylinder,
one 435M30C
500 4kuactory air,
kes. Going
hone 753M27P
E, 2 door
. M27C

416

Last
Call
for

PETUNIAS
B"'ff8ar 69'

-NOTICE-

City of Murray business privilege

and vehicle licenses (city stickers) are
due. A 10 percent penalty will be
added June 1, 1972.

Bilbrey's

(FOR SALE\

AIR CONDITIONER

Central Air Conditioning for Mobile Homes

Soft Ball
Jerseys

our friends
ere so kind
loved one.
lovely. The
you brought
eciated. For
ons of syrnrn, we are
ess and keep
r Freeland. 1

otice
given of a
en for the
dates for the
h and Wildlife
ssion for the
trict to conion 156.022! to
y night, June
p.m., Central
at the Court
Kentucky.
andidates will
he sportsmen
which will be
Governor to
and Wildlife
ission for a
rs. Only those
g in counties
First Wildlife
le to vote. The
lard, Caldwell,
le, Christian,
ton, Graves,
gston. Lyon,
hall and Trigg.
fold L. Mitchell
Commissioner
Fish & Wildlife
ITC

Wallace's
Book Store

START

Policy
SEARS
FENCING
on
SALE

Jim's Htg. & A/C - 901-642-4589

DUNN'S

Little League
Ball Caps

r

FREE!!
Wallace's
Book Store

STRAWBERRIES
25c qt

I

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278

Sears

Yin

4

STARKS
HARDWARE
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Sou
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CaIlc
MEMBER

a uNrrED

World War I
Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark

Korean War
Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Vietnam War
James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar

World War II
Albert Bradford Armstrong Joe L. Lyles
Billy Ray Atkins
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
John Brent Bedwell
James Talmadge Lovett
S.C. Byerly.
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Thomas P. Crawford
Herman Maynard
Codie Campbell
Tom Moffitt
Alvin Calhoon
John Hugh Mason
Parvin Cook
Guy McDaniel
Coy H. Darnell
James F. McDougal
William H. Doran
Newbern McCullar
Lewis Chester Dodds
Raymond McDaniel
Ruble Leo Dunn
William Thomas McCage
Hugh Grey Erwin
Gordon W. McCuiston
Ordest Houston Erwin
Preston Norman
Bailey Watson Dockery
Tom Olive
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
James Orville Osbron
William L. Edwards
James Knight Parker
Randall Griffin
James Ralph Pate
Max R. Guthrie
Daryl Parks
Henry Clay Garland
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
James Max Grogan
Charlie T. Rowland
Rufus Griffin
Keith Ross
Earl V. Grogan
Robert Lee Skinner
Tommy Harris
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Eugene D. Hutchens
Chester Emery Stafford
Lilburn Van Huie
W.L.N. Simpson
Carlis C. Hurt
In M. Smith
Loyd G. Hodges
Hilton Stafford
C.C. Hughes
David Ewing St. John
Edward Hopper
James Hafford Smith
Albert V. Hughes
Joseph Brown Wilson
Cody Jones
Vernon Thompson
Herschel! C. Johnson
Leland W. Thompson
Royce E. Jones
Edward West
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Billie Ray Walston
Earl Knight
Milburn Ray Wrye
Troy Ivel Lewis
Charlie Cooper

In Tribute and for Remembrance

A TIME OF PEACEFUL REMEMBRANCE
Democracy. Freedom. The American
experience and spirit is founded on these
words. In times of peril our servicemen
—1:1-a.ve defended this spirit with dedication
and courage. Many have given their lives
to preserve it. Today, young men from
our community are continuing to uphold
tradition.Our hearts and thoughts are with
them,and with all those men before them.

Memorial Day is a time for quiet reflection. A time to honor our servicemen
of past and present. And, as we rekindle
the memory of what they have given to
their country and to each of us, we also
prayerfully work and hope for peace.
Across the land there will be parades and
speeches of commemoration. It's our way
to proudly and reverently give thanks.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain
a
cornprete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any of our
war dead are not listed here, please call the Ledger & Tim
es
and their names will appear on the next Memorial Day alo
ng ----with the heroes listed here.)
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